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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the effects of arousal on
retention as a function of imagery-levels of words with
second, fifth and eighth grade children.

A paired-

associate task with a one-trial learning procedure
utilized.

was

There were six stimulus items, three concrete

and three abstract words.

This task was followed by a

retention test either immediately or at one-hour or 2*1—hour
intervals.

It was assumed that the arousal state of the

learner would vary depending on whether the stimulus term
presented was a concrete or an abstract word.

Furthermore,

higher arousal states were expected to be associated more
!

with abstract than with concrete stimuli.
These differential arousal effects would be reflect
ed by reminiscence.

Accordingly, the responses associated

with abstract words would be recalled more at later intervals.
On the other hand, since concrete stimuli would be less
arousing, the response items associated with them would be
recalled more at the immediate interval.

These effects were

analyzed in a mixed design of three between and one within
sources of variance.

There were two dependent measures, the

member of response items recalled and skin resistance.
Arousal was operationalized by a measure of galvanic skin
response.

viii
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There was general support for the arousal-retention
prediction with eighth grade children.

Abstract stimuli

produced higher arousal states with these youngsters than
with the younger children.

Moreover, eighth graders re

called generally more responses associated with abstract
stimuli than did the younger children.

This was apparent

at all intervals particularly at the 2^ hour interval.
These results generally confirm those found with adults.
The differential arousal effects were not revealed,
on the other hand, with second and fifth grade children.
These youngsters generally recalled more responses asso
ciated with concrete than with abstract stimuli.

This

effect prevailed at both the immediate and one-hour
intervals.

These findings appear to be related to those

findings of studies dealing with imagery and pairedassociate learning.
The results of this study appear to reflect a
developmental effect.

The performance of the eighth

graders was different from the younger subjects.

This was

evident in these youngsters* physical reactions to and
recall of abstract stimuli.

It was suggested that the

factors creating these differences were novelty and meaningfulness.

Although novelty would gather the learner's

attention and his initial arousal state, it is meaningfulness of stimuli that would presumably sustain the
learner's attention and his arousal state.

Therefore,

X

the differences found among these youngsters might be
attributed to cognitive utility of the stimuli presented.

INTRODUCTION
As a theoretical speculation, Hebb (19^9) proposed
that the effects of arousal on retention could be explained
by the process of perseverative consolidation.

As Hebb

suggests, learning and retention involve dual physiological
processes, a recurrent firing of neural circuits comprising
the memory trace, and organic changes between nerve cells.
The effects of arousal on these processes, as stated by Hebb,
are as follows*

low-arousal produces relatively little non

specific neural activity while the memory trace is developing,
and therefore the reverberating trace will result in little
consolidation and poor long-term retention;

on the other hand,

high-arousal would produce more non-specific neural activity,
and therefore more reverberation and consolidation would
occur producing better long-term retention; moreover, im
mediate recall of those items learned under high-arousal
should be inferior to recall items under low-arousal because
of the increased activity of non-specific neural firing,
which must subside before the memory trace could be recalled.
Expanding this theory proposed by Hebb, Walker (1958)
interrelated the concept of perseverative consolidation and
arousal with his Action Decrement Theory,

As Walker suggests,

action decrement is synonymous with the concept of reactive

1
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inhibition,

Briefly described, any action is considered to

be followed by an action decrement» which is a lowered ca
pacity for re-arousal of the same event.

The action decre

ment is a direct manifestation of the preseverative consol
idation which is necessary for retention and subsequent
performance.

The action decrement persists for a limited

amount of time and then dissipates.

Under many circumstances

the dissipation of the action decrement is followed by an
action increment which is learning or habit strength.
Action Decrement Theory has also hypothesized that the
greater the decrement, the quicker the recovery and the
greater the eventual increment in learning.
From these general theories by Hebb and Walker, a
basic hypothesis could be derived and stated as follows»
the greater the arousal level of the organism during learn
ing, the greater his capability to retain and recall stimuli
on a long-terra basisj on the other hand, high arousal during
learning impedes the recall of stimuli during an immediate
period.

This hypothesis has been the basis of many studies

investigating paired-associate learning and retention.
The first study to investigate this prediction with
human subjects was conducted by Kleinsmith and Kaplan (19^3).
These investigators used a paired-associate task of eight
stimulus words which were expected to produce different
arousal levels.

As a measure of arousal, the GSR ratings

for each stimulus word was recorded during learning.

There
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were six groups of Ss, all were given a single learning
trial.

After the learning trial, each group was tested at

different intervals, either 2 minutes,

minutes, 1 day,

or 1 week.
The results of this study clearly showed the pre
dicted relationship between high and low arousal recall as
a function of time.

At immediate recall intervals, responses

associated with low-arousal words were remembered signif
icantly more than responses associated with high-arousal
words.

The capacity to recall responses associated with low-

arousal words decreased as a function of time in a normal
forgetting pattern.

However, responses associated with high-

arousal words were recalled significantly better than re
sponses associated with low-arousal words at ^5 minutes,
1 day and 1 week recall trials.

The high-arousal words clear

ly demonstrated a reminiscence effect.

On the basis of these

differential forgetting results, the authors concluded that
the hypothesis of reverberating neural circuits being acti
vated during the consolidation process was supported.
Walker and Tarte (1963) in a similar investigation
indicate further support of the arousal-hypothesis.
Kleinsmith and Kaplan (196*0 used nonsense syllables to
control for the effects of meaningfulness on arousal.

Their

results also indicated significant support for the prediction
of arousal effects on memory.

Walker and Weiner (1966)

examined motivational effects on retention by varying

incentives for correct responses.

The results indicated

that the different incentives had no effect on short-term
recall; however, long-term recall was facilitated by the
larger incentives.
The stimuli used in most of the aforementioned studies
investigating the arousal-retention hypothesis were affec
tively valenced words such as kiss, rape, etc., or nonsense
syllables.

Another stimulus dimension varied and studied in

terms of its arousal effects has been imagery levels of
words.

This dimension was investigated in relation to a

word association task, physiological reactions, and also in
specific relations to arousal-retention hypothesis.

These

studies will be discussed next.
Smith and Harleston (1966), using a word association
task, investigated the effects of stimulus abstractness as a
factor in behavioral and physiological responses of adult
subjects.

Surprisingly, they found that abstract words were

associated with significantly larger GSR's (Galvanic Skin
Responses) than concrete words.

Their speculations in

relations to these findings were that abstract words had more
affect than concrete words, and therefore higher GSR ratings3
or, the higher GSRs in,relations to the abstract words reflect
the greater difficulty in generating associations,
Paivio and Simpson (1966) investigated the effects of
abstract and concrete terms on cognitive activity as a function
of pupillary reactions.

Their findings were that pupil dilation

was significantly greater for abstract than for concrete
words.

They interpreted this effect as related to a state

of generalized arousal.

This state, they feel, generally

occurs when the task is cognitively more difficult.

As they

indicated, this could be attributed to the greater difficulty
in generating images to abstract than to concrete words.
In a follow-up study, Simpson and Paivio (1966) mod
ified the previous study somewhat by adding more performance
factors to the task.

Although the findings in this study

were in the same direction as the previous study, they were
not significant.

The investigators suggested that the added

performance factors probably interacted in a confounding
manner with the physiological measure of pupillary dilation.
Notwithstanding, they concluded that pupil dilation is reli
ably associated with attempts to generate images to words,
and this dilation is consistently greater to abstract than
concrete words.
Butter (1970) investigated whether concrete-imagery
differences of stimulus words in a paired-associate task would
have a differential "arousal" effect as measured by the GSR.
The procedures used in this study were an extension of the
paired-associate and arousal studies cited earlier; however,
in.this experiment, arousal was manipulated by the concreteimagery (G—I) level of the stimulus words as determined by
Paivio, Yuille and Madigan (1968).

The predictions made werei

the more abstract stimulus terms would reflect significantly
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greater GSR measures, than the concrete terms} consequently
there should be more recall of concrete terras at immediate
test intervals? conversely, there should be more abstract
terms recalled at the long-term testing interval.

The re

sults of this study indicated a decided relationship between
GSR response and the C-I value of the stimulus? moreover,
there was significant evidence of the differential recall of
paired-associates as a function of arousal*
In all of the studies previously discussed, the sub
jects involved were adults.

Manske (1970) investigated the

arousal-retention hypothesis with children and Levonian

(1966, 1967) did so with adolescent subjects.

The Manske

study involved kindergarten, second and fourth grade children.
The subjects were given a pre-test to determine the magnitude
of their orienting response.
responding.

This was measured by heartrate

These measures were ranked within each grade

level and divided into categories of High, Medium, or Low
Orientation.

All the subjects were then given a single trial

presentation of a paired-associate task involving eight
pictured pairs, such as "baby - desk", "pig - wagon", etc.
There were two recall test trials, immediate and 2k hour, to
one of which each subject was randomly assigned.
The results reflected an apparent crossover inter
action effect of subject arousal level and time of recall;
moreover, the inhibiting effect of high arousal on short-term
retention was confirmed in that recognition of items learned
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under low-arousal on short-term retention was comparablyhigher than recall of higher-arousal items; the converse
was true at long-term intervals.

However, these differential

effects were not as significant as in the studies using
adult subjects.
Moreover, this study did not attempt to systemat
ically change the subjects' arousal level by varying the
learning stimuli.

There were no specific expectations of

arousal reactions to any of the particular stimulus-response
pairs which were used.

The measures of arousal were digital

vasoconstriction and heartrate.

As suggested by the author,

these measures are not as sensitive as GSR for determining
arousal levels.
Levonian (19^6, 196?) used high school students
enrolled in driver education classes to investigate the
effects of arousal on retention.

As a group, these subjects*

GSR's were measured and recorded while they watched an in
structional film on driver safety.

The recordings of the

subjects* GSR's were synchronized to correspond to the
sequential frames of the film.

The measures were simulta

neously collated and taped directly into a computer for
analysis.

Two measures of GSR were analyzed, pre- and

post-deflections of the target frame,

A questionnaire was

given to the subjects who were assigned to either an imme
diate or one week recall test.

The protocols of this

questionnaire reflected the content of the target frames.
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The results indicated that the pre-decrements led to signif
icant short-term recall while the post-decrements, on the
other hand, facilitated long-term recall.

Levonian interpre-

\

ted these findings in terms of the orienting response and
consolidation.
In summary, the effects of arousal on retention have
been confirmed in a number of studies cited earlier*
Kleinsmith and Kaplan, 1963 and 196^; Walker and Tarte, 19631
Walker and Weiner (1966)1 and Butter (1970).
however, only utilized adult subjects.

These studies,

To this author's

knowledge, Manske (1970) was the only study that used chil
dren as subjects, to investigate the arousal-retention
prediction.

As noted earlier, this study did not attempt to

change arousal levels by varying the learning stimuli.

Not

withstanding, this study did reflect some general support
for arousal effects on retention.

These results were real

ized with kindergarten, second and fourth grade children.
Another effect discussed was the changes in the
arousal state of the learner as a function of varying imagery
levels of words.

This effect was directly confirmed in both

the Smith and Harleston (1966) and the Butter (1970) studies.
The Butter study, however, used this effect to specifically
test the arousal-retention prediction.

The results of this

study, as noted before, indicated that abstract stimuli were
significantly more arousing than, concrete words; moreover,
abstract stimuli were recalled significantly better on a

long-term basis than the concrete stimuli.

Thus far, these

effects, to this author's knowledge, have not been investi
gated with children.
Again, the effects of imagery-levels on arousal and
the effects of arousal on retention were essentially con
firmed with adult populations.

Accordingly, it would be

appropriately necessary to investigate whether these effects
occur across second, fifth and eighth grade children.

If

these effects are confirmed among these children and repli
cated under various conditions, then there apparently would
be some practical implications for educational practices
with young children.

HYPOTHESES
This study has been designed to investigate the
following predictionss
There would be a significant main effect of imagerylevels with the measure of arousal.

The abstract words would

have significantly larger average arousal scores than the
concrete words.
There would be a significant interaction between
imagery-level and grade with the measure of arousal.
eighth and fifth graders would on the average

The

be more

aroused to abstract words than second graders.
There would be a significant interaction between
imagery-level and grade with the measure of words recalled.
The eighth and fifth graders would recall on the average
more abstract words than the second graders.
There would be a significant interaction effect
between imagery-level and retention-interval with words re
called.

The average number of abstract words recalled would

be significantly greater in the 2k hour interval than in the
immediate interval.
There would be a significant interaction between
grade and retention interval with the word measure.
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The

eighth and fifth graders would recall on the average more
abstract words in the Zh hour interval than the second
graders.

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Hokanson (196 9) indicates that the concept of
arousal has been used as a general description of the bio
logical activity manifested by the learner at any particu
lar moment.

This concept could be described as a continuum

of which one extreme would be deep sleep and intense ex
citement would be the other extreme.

Between these extremes,

there would be an infinite number of intermediate states.
These could be described by such terms as drowsy, relaxed,
calm, alert, intense, etc.

Accordingly, it is a concept

which attempts to order the intensive aspects of a learner*s
functioning.
In psychological theory, the concept of arousal has
been dealt with in various ways.

For instance the individ

ual's state of arousal has been an important part of learn
ing theories.

A focal point of Hullian theory (19^3) was

the concept of "generalized drive",

This concept was fre

quently used to explain motivated behavior.

On the other,

hand, Freudian and Neo-Freudian theories of personality
particularly utilize such concepts as "psychic energy",
"tension" and "anxiety" to describe the subjective states
induced by stress or biological needs.
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Spence (1956)
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attempted to use the clinical concept of anxiety as an
important factor of learning.
However, these theories have used the arousal con
cept in a vague way, Hokanson (1969).

They usually consider

arousal as the sum total of physiological processes — that
is, they recognize, on the one hand, the importance of bio
logical variables in the understanding of behavior? but, on
the other hand, they do not attempt to study the specific
physiological phenomena involved.

If the arousal-state

of the individual is a significant determinant of his
behavior, then the measurement and/or manipulation of the
actual physical events associated with it would be an
important procedure.
The measurement of any construct used in empirical
research is a crucial factor.

The construct of arousal

has been primarily operationalized according to three
physiological measures.

These are electroencephalography

(EEG), heartrate (HR), and skin conductance (GSR),

A brief

description of these measures will be dealt with next.
The EEG is a device to measure the electrical activ
ity of the brain cortex.

While the individual is relaxed,

measurement of cortical polarity reflects relatively regu
lar and synchronous patterns.

During periods of alertness,

however, the measures of cortical rhythms become irregular
and desynchronous.

The pattern of alpha waves which occur

during states of waking restfulness is the baseline to
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which cortical changes are compared.

As the individual

drifts into drowsiness, the alpha pattern is replaced by
the much slower, large amplitude, delta waves.

On the other

hand, the pattern becomes desynchronized, fast, and of low
amplitude during excitement.

A variety of these pattern

changes have been shown to correspond to the degree of be
havioral arousal displayed by the individual (Jasper, 1958).
Heartrate (HR) is a measure of heart beats per
minute.

There are two phases of this measurei

HR prior

and HR subsequent to external environmental changes.

The

change in these phases are reflected by the components of
acceleration or deceleration.

When an individual is attend

ing to environmental stimuli, his HR, generally, decelerates.
On the other hand, if an individual is rejecting external
stimuli, this manifests itself in HR acceleration.

Both

of these responses have been studied in relation to a
variety of cognitive activities, Graham and Clifton (1966),
Montagu and Coles (1966) indicate that the most
sensitive physiological measure available to psychologists
is the galvanic skin response (GSR),

The GSR is a measure

which deals with changes in electrical resistances of the
skin.

These changes are caused by the sweat gland activity

of the skin.

As thirs activity increases, the resistance of

electrical conductance across the skin decreases.

An
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increase in the individual's level of arousal is directly
manifested "by the sweat gland activity of the skin.
To summarize, at this point, the construct of
arousal has been defined by a continuum ranging from deep
sleep to intense activity.

Theories of learning have used

this construct primarily as an explanatory device.

There

seems to be general agreement that arousal and its related
concepts are directly involved in the learning process.
The relationship between these factors, however, needs
extensive empirical research.
way.

This research has been under

Some of this research is related to the present study

and will be discussed next.
Berry (1962) was interested in the effects of
arousal on retention.

He did not attempt to manipulate

arousal level of the learner but simply measure the arousal
level during acquisition.
of 30 paired-associates.

The subjects had to learn a list
While they were learning, their

skin resistance was measured.

The results indicated that

pairs learned under moderate measures of skin resistance
were recalled significantly more.

The author reported an

inverted-U relationship between arousal and learning,
Kleinsmith, Kaplan and Tarte (19*>3) questioned
whether there was an inverted-U relationship between
arousal and learning.

They argued that the inverted-U

relationship might be only a temporary and not indicative

of long-term memory.

These researchers used the same

procedures as Berry did except they used a six minute and
one-week recall test interval.
position.

The results supported their

They concluded that although the inverted-U

relationship exists for the effects of arousal on motor tasks,
it does not necessarily apply to verbal learning tasks.
A slightly different approach toward arousal was
taken by Batten (1967).

He manipulated arousal levels by

administering different types of drugs.

The high arousal

group was given 10 mg, of dexedrinej on the other hand, the
low arousal group was given 100 mg. of phenobarbital.

The

subjects were then exposed to a paired-associate list of
nine stimulus words and response numbers.

There were six

recall intervals ranging from immediate to one-week.

The

results indicated some agreement with the arousal-retention
hypothesis, but were not statistically significant.
The arousal-retention hypothesis was, also, in
vestigated by McLean (1969).

A paired-associate task of

six nonsense syllables as stimulus items and six response
numbers was used with a one trial learning procedure.
subjects were divided into two groups.

The

One group received

white noise *(85db), during learning, while the other group
did not.

The subject's skin resistance was measured dur

ing the learning trial.

The results showed a significant

reaction between recall and arousal - that is, pairs
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learned under the high arousal condition were recalled more
in the long-term periods than pairs learned under low arousal.
Walker and Tarte (19&3) investigated the effects of
arousal on retention.

They varied arousal toy using a list

of arousal producing word stimuli.
of subjects.

There were nine groups

Three groups learned a high arousal list,

three groups a low-arousal list, and the three a mixed list.
Each list was composed of eight stimulus word items and
response numbers.
procedure.

This was used in a one trial learning

The recall test trials were immediate, 4-5

minutes and one-week.

The low-arousal list showed high

immediate recall which decreased in time.

The high-arousal

list showed some rise in recall with time.
At this point, the preceding studies discussed have
all attempted to understand some aspects of how arousal
affects the retentional processes.

They all used a skin

resistance measure to relate the physical events of the
learner to the external conditions of the learning situa
tion,

The purposes, obviously, are to determine what are

the maximal conditions to facilitate acquisition of at
least paired-associate type of materials.

There have been

other studies interested in the effects of arousal on learn
ing and retention.

These studies have been concerned with

the effect of arousal on mediational processes, short-term
retention, task performance, etc,
studies will be considered next.

A brief review of these
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Yarmey (1966) investigated the effects of four low
arousal words that served as the common element in a chain
ing mediation experiment.

The recall procedure was used

with the lists aurally presented.

Learning was significant

ly facilitated by high-arousal words during the first two
stages.

There was only a slight difference at stage three

between the mediation and non-mediation groups.

The effects

of the arousal condition, however, were not significant in
this last stage.
Kaplan, Kaplan and Sampson (1968) presented subjects
2k items, half words and half simple line drawings.
were instructed to remember them,

They

A test of free recall was

given immediately and 30 minutes later.

The recall of pic

tures was significantly greater than word recall.

The average

GSR's for items presented as words significantly predicted
both word and picture recall.

The authors suggested that

the GSR findings indicate verbal encoding for both words
and pictures? moreover, since pictures are doubly coded, it
would explain why these items are better retained.
Sampson (1969) attempted to extend the findings of
the Kaplan et al, (1968) study to additional conditions.
The subjects were divided into groups, with or without in
structions.

The tests of free recall were immediate and

one day later.

The recall of pictures was superior to word

recall in all conditions 1 however, the GSR findings were not
confirmed.

The double encoding explanation of why pictures.
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were retained was maintainedi but, it was unclear as to the
role of arousal factors in the mediation process.
Uehling and Sprinkle (1968) were concerned with the
effects of arousal at the time of recall.

Arousal level

was varied just prior to the recall of a serial list.
manipulations of arousal were:

The

instructions to relax?

induction of muscle tension; presentation of white noise
(80db).

There were an immediate, 24-hour, and one-week

retention intervals used.

There were no differences found

among arousal conditions for immediate recallj however,
white noise facilitated recall when measured at 2^-hour or
one-week intervals.
Archer and Margolin (1970) studied arousal effects
in intentional recall and forgetting.
sets of two digit stimuli used.

There were sixteen

With eight of the stimuli,

white noise was presented and with the other eight none
was presented.

This presentation was followed 3 seconds

later by the instructions, "remember it" or "don't remember
it".

For half the subjects the white noise was presented

just prior to the stimulus presentation, while the other
subjects received white noise after stimulus presentation.
The results indicated that the stimulus items associated
with the "remember" instructions were recalled more than
the items associated with the "don't remember" instructions.
White noise had no effect on intentional forgettingi but,
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it did facilitate the recall of the items associated with
the "remember" items.

This was manifested more for men

than for women.
Nodine and Korn (1968) investigated the role of
affect in short-term memory.

A paired-associate task was

used with two successive presentations of a picture-trigram
or a picture-letter.

The affective content of one stimulus

term was "pleasant" while the other was "unpleasant".

The

subjects were engaged in a number tracking task until they
were tested at a 3, 9, or 15 second retention intervals.
The results reflected that the recall of "unpleasant" pairs
was inferior to the recall of "pleasant" units.
occurred in both response classes.

This

However, the recall of

"pleasant" items of the letter group was higher than "un
pleasant" items at the 3 second interval.

Affect did not

have any differential effects on recall at the 9 and 15
second intervals.

With the trigram pairs, differential

recall was reflected at all intervals.

This was accounted

for by the "pleasant" units at all intervals.

The authors

suggested that these findings reflect the differential
effects of affective stimuli on short-term memory.

These

effects vary directly with task difficulty which could be
specified by response availability.
To study the effects of arousal on task performance,
McNulty and Noseworthy (1966) used three different taskst
verbal paired-associates 1 pursuit rotor task* a finger
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dexterity task.
25 subjects.

These tasks were performed by two groups of

One group had to perform under high-arousal

(electric-shock), and the other under low-arousal (no shock).
Physiological measures were used to classify the subjects ac
cording to the physiological function in which they showed
the greatest relative activity over the tasks.

This

was done to determine whether the subject's most active
physiological measure was related in any systematic way to
their task performance.

The results showed that neither

the arousal condition nor the most active physiological
index was related to performance on the paired-associate
task.

The performance on the two motor tasks» however, was

generally better under high-arousal than low-arousal1
moreover, these effects varied with the subjects most
active physiological index.

The authors concluded that the

subjects' typical mode of channeling activation may in
fluence his performance on certain tasks,
Stennett (1957) studied the relationship of per
formance level to level of arousal.

Specifically, he

examined whether an inverted-U relationship existed between
the arousal level and performance on an auditory tracking
task.

Arousal levels were varied by different conditions

of monetary incentives and aversive stimuli.
of these conditions varied widely.

The range

On the one hand, the

subjects were given the impression their scores were not
recorded} on the other hand, the subject!s score was

determined, by his avoiding an electric shock and his earn
ing a bonus of two to five dollars.

The results of this

study provided strong support for the hypothesis.

This

support was realized no matter what physiological measure
was used as a criterion of arousal.
Another study testing the inverted-U hypothesis was
done by Martens and Landers (1970),

These investigators

used one thousand junior high school boys.

Based on the

Childrens' Manifest Anxiety scale, the subjects were clas
sified as either low, medium or high in anxiety.

These

subjects were subjected to three levels of psychological
stress.

These stress conditions ranged from the subject

being told to relax and perform well to the threat of
electric shock.

The subjects had to perform a motor task

of tracking a ring without making contact with the tube it
encircled.

The results supported the inverted-U hypothesis

for the stress factor and anxiety factor separately.

These

two factors, however, did not interact to affect motor
performance.

The physiological measures used provided

corroborative results of the behavioral results.
The preceding studies dealt with the effects of
arousal on various kinds of performance.

The mediational

processes of encoding of verbal and picture stimuli appear
to be affected by the learner's state of arousal.

The

question of whether mental coding processes are reflected
by the learner's state of arousal, or whether the learner's
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state of arousal is a necessary condition to facilitate
these processes is, however, not yet clear and needs fur
ther study.
In some of these studies, the effects of induced
arousal whether by sources other than the task stimuli have
been shown to be effective in facilitating acquisition and
retentioni nevertheless, these effects depend upon when the
arousal stimuli are presented, and the kind of arousal
stimuli used.

Finally, the inverted-U relationship has

been generally shown to be a function of arousal on task
performance.
At this point, studies using physiological measures'
with young subjects will be discussed.

To measure physio

logical responsiveness to a task among children, Lieblich
(1971) used a GSR measure.

The children were tested in six

ordered information detection sequences.

It was deter

mined that physiological responsiveness was affected by*
how relevant the stimulus was to the child1 and whether the
child needed to respond to the stimulus verbally.

The

author indicated that these results were similar to those
observed among adults,
Elliot (1966) used second grade children and adults
in a repeated experiment that both groups were in 2 years
earlier.

These subjects performed in an auditory reaction

time task, with or without incentives.

While performing,

subjects* electroencephalograph and other physiological
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responses were recorded.

The results indicate that the

physiological changes of children were in the same direc
tion as the adults - that is, these changes were greatest
to the prospects of incentives, and there was a high rela
tionship between reaction speed and autonomic activity,
Kaplan (1970) investigated the relationship between
physiological responses and cognitive development in chil
dren,

GSR and heartrate were recorded while five to seven

year olds were treated under the high and low-arousal con
ditions.

Both of these groups were administered the Word

Association Test and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,
The results showed that subjects with lower levels of arousal
had a more advanced pattern of cognitive functioning.

As

the author indicates this was contrary to what others have
found; however, he does suggest that the other studies did
use older children which may account for the differences,
Jennings (1971) used cardiac reactions and other
procedures to assess the developmental effects on perceptual
and cognitive performance of 78 kindergarten to third grade
boys.

The measured reactions appeared to be related to

attention and cognitive functioning.

Perceptual tasks pro

duced the same changes in all subjects; cognitive tasks, on
the other hand, produced varied reactions among the subjects.
The reactions of skin resistance, rated motoric and motiva
tional involvement did not relate to the level of cognitive
performance.
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One implication from the few preceding studies
cited would be that childrens* measured physiological
reactions are similar to adults.

This appears to apply at

least during conditions of information processing and moti
vated reaction time.

The relationship of cognitive develop

ment to physiological measures, however, does not appear to
be clear at this point.

On the other hand it was demon

strated that different tasks produce differential changes
in children^ physical measures.

Nevertheless, more empir

ical research on the relationship between physiological
measures and children's development needs to be done before
any firm conclusions can be made.
In general, the discussion up to this point has
considered some conceptual and operational aspects of
arousalj furthermore there has been a brief review of some
studies which have dealt with arousal in relation to
retention, cognition and performance.
ical

The use of physiolog

measures with young children was also briefly

considered.

It has been demonstrated generally that the

factor of arousal is measurable and does affect the indi
vidual in different ways under various conditions.

Further

empirical study of the effects of this variable will
perhaps provide knowledge to augment learning efficiency.
At this point this review will be concerned with some of the
conceptual and empirical aspects of imagery that relate to
the present study.
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Paivio (1969) regards images as elements of
symbolic processes which are linked developmentally to
associative experiences involving concrete objects and
events.

These images function as mediational links in

associative learning and memory.

The significant dimension

of these images are levels of stimulus abstractness or
concreteness.

This dimension is defined in terms of direct

ness of sensory reference.

It is reflected by an increasing

order of concreteness going from abstract nouns to concrete
nouns to pictures and objects.

The mediational function of

noun imagery-levels is determined by the concreteness of
the stimulus? for instance, in a paired-associate task the
concreteness of a stimulus item is likely to produce more
sensory images.

These images function as mediators of

associative learning and memory.

Moreover, Paivio indicates

that there are two possible symbolic modes of mediation in
associative learning and memory.
verbal.

These are imaginal and

In the imaginal mode, the crucial variable, as

noted earlier, is the concreteness of the stimulus items 1
on the other hand, the necessary conditions for verbal
mediation are associative value and meaningfulness.
Paivio (1969) also discusses a two-process theory
of meaning and mediation.

Concrete terms derive their

meaning through association with concrete objects and events
and with other words 1 therefore, concrete images provide
alternating mechanisms of association for mediating

retentional processesj on the other hand, Paivio indicates
that the meaning of abstract terras is derived through
intraverbal experiences! and therefore, these stimuli
effectively elicit more verbal rather than imaginal associ
ations.

This hypothesis was examined through the use of

subjective reports, Paivio, Sraythe and Yuille (1968).

The

subjects indicated on a questionnaire what kind of associational strategy they used in learning pairs with either
concrete or abstract stimulus items.

The results reflected

a marked pattern of using images to mediate concrete pairs
and words to mediate abstract pairs; moreover, learning scores
were higher for pairs mediated imaginally than for those
mediated verbally.

These findings, Paivio (1969) feels,

suggest that imagery is a rather effective mediator.
In terms of paired-associate learning, Paivio (19^9)
explains the mediational function by his "conceptual peg"
hypothesis.

Then a stimulus member of a paired-associate

is presented, it acts like a "hook" to retrieve the
response item from memory.

The mediating function of the

stimulus term depends upon the amount of images it evokes.
These images are the "hooks" which retrieve the response
item from memory; accordingly, the concrete stimulus terms
would facilitate retrieval of associated response items
because they provide more images or "hooks".
To test this hypothesis, Paivio (1965) used four
combinations of paired-associates 1

concrete-concrete;
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concrete-abstracti abstract-concrete» or abstract-abstract.
The results indicated that the number of responses recalled
were significantly higher when the stimulus item was concrete*
moreover, Yarmey and Paivio (1968) had similar results when
the response items were nonsense syllables or numbers.

This

hypothesis was also tested with children, Paivio and Yuille
(1966),

The results were similar but not as clear as the

findings with adult subjects.
In other studies with children, Dilley and Paivio

(1968) investigated the hypothesis that responses associated
with picture stimuli would be easier to learn than those
associated with words.

There were equal groups of nursery

school, kindergarten and first grade children.

All children

were given the task of learning a list of five pairs*

The

stimulus material was either a concrete noun or line drawn
pictures which depicted the object referred to by the
corresponding concrete noun,. There were four lists used*
picture-picture 1 picture-word? word-picturet word-word pairs.
The prediction was confirmed by the results — that is,
picture-word pairs were associated with more correct
anticipations than any of the other pairs; moreover, these
other pairs did not significantly differ among themselves.
The authors interpreted these findings as indicating that
the preferred mode of memory storage is imagery for
children — that is, pictures are more likely to evoke
pictures than wordsj moreover, the picture-word pairs were
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superior to all the others because a response given
verbally entails a transformation of information if it is
given visually.

Paivio (1970) indicates that, the develop

mental prediction that follows from this interpretation is
that the superiority of picture to word stimuli will increase
with age.

To evaluate this prediction, further evaluation

on the Dilley and Paivio data was made as a function of
age.

Contrary to expectation, the analysis indicated that

the capacity to benefit from picture stimuli developed later
than the capacity for deriving benefit from the verbal mode.
The developmental issue was investigated by Rohwer
(1968).

Kindergarten, first grade, and third grade children

were asked to learn four mixed lists with 25 paired asso
ciates per list.

All materials were presented on a

television monitor so that both auditory and visual stimuli
came from virtually the same source.

Learning

was measured

in terras of the mean number of correct responses made per
trial over a set of two presentation trials.

The results

indicated that the picture pairs were significantly better
than the word pairs.

The author interpreted the results as

indicating a capacity of pictures to evoke imagery as a
function of agej however, pictures promote learning and
evoke imagery at all age levels.

The ability to use images

depends upon whether the appropriate verbal lable is stored
along with the image.
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In summarizing the imagery review, imagery has been
regarded as a significant factor in associative learning
and memory.

As a mediator, it provides an associational

mechanism for both words and pictures.

In terms of paired-

associate tasks, imagery-concreteness of stimulus terms
facilitates acquisition.

The effects of imagery with

children have been nebulous.

There appears to be a devel

opmental factor involved in the coding mechanism.

The issue

is that young children seem to be able to use words more
effectively than images.

This has been attributed to the

efficiency of words as compared to images.

Although the

use of images is presumably better than words, they are less
systematic and depend upon maturity for their maximum use.

METHODS
Subjects
To study the developmental effects of the variables
investigated in the present study, 151 youngsters from the
second, fifth, and eighth grades were chosen randomly from
Mission Manor Elementary and Apollo Junior High School in
Sunnyside School District 12.
only data of 1**4 was utilized.

Of all the children involved,
The data from the seven

youngsters not considered was incomplete either because of
absence, or an inability to perform even the most basic
aspects of the task.
Of the 151 youngsters, there were 48 chosen from
each of the grade levels, 24 girls and 24 boys.

These 48

youngsters were randomly divided into three groups of eight
girls and eight boys.

Each of these groups were randomly

assigned to one of three retention-test intervals* im
mediate, one hour, and twenty-four hours.
Task Materials
A paired-associate task was employed.

This task

involved six pairs of a stimulus word and a response number.
The stimulus items were separated into a set of concrete
words 1 book, car, and rockt and a set of abstract words:
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safety, brave, and idea.

These words were randomly chosen

from the set of 925 nouns developed by Paivio, Yuille and
Madigan (1968).

The six response items were the numbers 2-7.

Both the stimulus and response items were the numbers 2-7#
Both the stimulus and response items were written in 2 inch
black print.
Between each paired-associate presentation, a color
card was presented.

This procedure was to control for re

hearsal effects and the habituating effects of the skin
resistance response to stimuli, Kaplan and Kaplan (1969).
The colors on this card equally covered one-quarter of its
surface.

These colors were red, green, blue and yellow.
Apparatus

The measure of arousal was the Galvanic Skin Re
sponse (GSR),

This response was amplified and recorded by

the Lafayette Instruments Single Channel Recorder and
Psychogalvanometer, Model 77010,

The skin resistance sig

nals were picked up from chrome-plate finger electrodes
attached to the index and middle fingertips of the subject's
right hand.

The GSR ratings were permanently recorded on

3" mm paper operated at the speed of 2.5 mm/sec.

These

resistance ratings were automatically event marked with the
onset of each stimulus word presentation during training.
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Procedures
Each subject was brought to the experimental room
by an assistant, and was given a brief standard explanation
of the GSR apparatus by the experimenter, as follows*
"This machine tells us something about how you feel while
you are learning words and numbers and other things? in
order for this machine to tell us about how you feel, we
will have to put these 'sensors' (electrodes) on this finger
tip and that one",

all subjects appeared willing to have

the electrodes placed on them.
After cleaning the index and middle fingertips and
placing the electrodes on, the psychogalvanometer was ad
justed to balance for the subjects' level of resistance.
At this point, all subjects were instructed to relax in a
sitting position in order to facilitate broader ranges of
GSR ratings (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1968).
Subsequently, the subjects were given instructions
and an example trial before the learning trials began.
These were presented as followsi
The subjects were shown an example card with the
word tree on it, and were told to say the word aloud. If a
subject was unable to read the example word or any words in
the learning and retention trials for that matter, the ex
perimenter would say the word aloud and instruct the subject
to repeat it.

This procedure was employed only when necessary.
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After the stimulus word was presented and read
aloud, it was then placed face down on the table.

The

experimenter then raised the stimulus word card and the
response number card simultaneously, instructing the subject
to say aloud both itemsi in the example instance, the sub
ject would have to say "tree goes with one".

Both of these

cards were then placed face down and the subject was asked
"what does tree go with"i the subjects were instructed to
reply in the following manner, "tree goes with one" (this
rehearsal trial was necessary in order to facilitate recall
as determined through pilot testing).
The subjects were then shown the card with the four
colors on it and were instructed to name all these colors
aloud in any order they wanted.

This color card presenta

tion as noted earlier, controls for the GSR habituating
effects and rehearsal effects.
The subjects were told during the learning trial to
remember each paired-associate learned* but they were not
told that they would be tested later.

In all, the amount

of time for each paired-associate presentation and rehearsal
trial was 20 seconds.

Before the learning trial had begun,

the psychogalvanometer was checked to see if the recording
indicator was balanced for the subject's skin resistance.
During the retention trial, GSR ratings were not re
corded, however for experimental continuity the apparatus
was attached to the subject.

The subject was then presented
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the stimulus words and asked, "what number does (stimulusword) go with".

If the subjects appeared not to know, they

were encouraged to guess*

Between each test word presenta

tion, the subjects were shown the color card and instructed,
as before, to say the colors aloud in whatever order they
wanted.

Again, this procedure provided as much experimental

continuity as possible between the learning and retention
trials.
Other procedures employed were concerned with the
serial position effects and recency effects of pairedassociate learning.

To control for serial position, a

balanced square matrix for six items was developed.
column and row was assigned a letter.

Each

The columns were

assigned the beginning letters of the alphabet and the rows
the last six letters.

A letter was then randomly selected.

The column or row sequence which this letter represented
became the stimulus word presentation order.

The response

number presentation order was also determined in this fashion.
The recency effects were controlled for by selecting
the retention test list in relation to the learning list
selectedj for instance, whatever sequence was selected for
the learning list of a particular subject, there was another
sequence in the matrix which reflected a distance of three
positions away for the last word in the learning list.

It
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was this sequence which became the retention list.

This

procedure is especially important in relation to the
immediate recall groups, Butter (1970).
Data Quantification
Skin resistance was measured in units of resistance.
A deflection was defined as a maximal drop in GSR rating
occurring within 12 seconds after stimulus word was presented.

RESULTS
An analysis of variance procedure for three between
groups source of variance and one within groups source of
variance was utilized (Winer, 1962),

The between groups

variance was accounted for byi three grade levels, three
retention intervals, and sex.

The within groups source of

variance was generated by two levels of word imagery.

Two

dependent measures were studied1 the average number response
numbers recalled and the average GSR deflections in Ohms.
The recall score means are summarized in Tables 1
and 2.

There was a significant main effect for grade

F(2, 126) = I.67, £ < .019 and retention interval
F(2, 126) = 3.09» 2 < '001,

The Tukey procedure (Kirk, 1968)

was used to analyze these main effects.

Eighth graders re

called more response numbers on the average than the second
graders, j> < ,05i more response numbers were recalled in the
immediate interval than the 2k hour interval £ < .05.

The

means and standard deviations are presented in Tables 3 and
4 respectively,
A significant main effect of imagery-levels,
F(l, 125) - ty.10, £ < .0M-, is evident in Table 2.

As shown

in Table 5» the average number of responses associated with
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TABLE 1
A SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON
AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED FOR BETWEENSOURCES OF VARIANCE (GRADE, RETENTION INTERVAL, AND SEX)

Source

df

MS

F

P

(Grade)

2

1.67

4.09

.019

(Retention)

2

3.09

7.58

.001

(Sex)

1

.28

(Grade x Retention)

4

M

1.13

.345

(Grade x Sex)

2

.22

.5^

.592

(Retention x Sex)

2

.13

.31

.741

(Grade x Retention x Sex)

4

.22

.54

.713

Error

126

.4-08

.587

TABLE 2
A SUMMARY OP ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE
ON AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED FOR
WITHIN-SOURCES OP VARIANCE (IMAGERY-LEVELS)

df

MS

(Imagery-level)

1

2.92

4.10

.04

(Imagery-level x Grade)

2

1*98

2.98

.05

(Imagery-level x Retention)

2

2.68

3.76

.02

(Imagery-level x Sex)

1

1.53

2.15

.14

(Imagery-level x Grade
x Retention)

4

.24

.34

.85

(Imagery-level x Grade
x Sex)

2

.07

.10

.90

(Imagery-level x Retention
x Sex)

2

,04

.59

.94

(Imagery-level x Grade
x Retention x Sex)

4

.14

.20

.93

Source

Error

125

F

P
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TABLE 3
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MAIN EFFECT
OF GRADE ON AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED

Grade

Mean

SD

2

.98

.38

5

1.03

.27

TABLE 4
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MAIN EFFECT
OF RETENTION INTERVAL ON AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED

Retention
Interval

Mean

SD

Immediate

1.24

.32

1 Hour

1.11

.26

.93

.27

24 Hours

TABLE 5
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MAIN EFFECT OF
IMAGERY-LEVELS ON AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED

Mean

SD

Concrete

1.18

.31

Abstract

.98

.31

TABLE 6
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GRADE BY
IMAGERY-LEVELS ON AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED

Grade

Concrete

Abstract

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

2

1.19

.38

.77

.27

5

1.19

.29

.88

.14

8

1.17

.30

1.29

.23

concrete stimuli recalled were greater than abstract asso
ciated responses.

Also reflected in Table 2 is a signifi

cant interaction between imagery-level and grade,
F(2, 125) = £ < .05.
presented in Table 6.

The means and standard deviations are
A Tukey analysis indicated that

second graders recalled more responses associated with con
crete stimuli than with abstract stimuli, jd < ,05» fifth
graders recalled more concrete associated responses than
abstract associated responses, 2 < .05, and eighth graders
appeared to recall more abstract associated response num
bers than both the fifth and second graders.

The results of

imagery-level by retention interval is F(l, 125) - 3-76,
j) < ,025.
in Table 7.

The means and standard deviations are presented
Further analysis indicated that more concrete

than abstract associated response numbers were recalled both
at the immediate and one hour intervals, 2. < .05.

However,

a crossover of more abstract than concrete response asso
ciates recalled was apparent at the 2^ hour interval.

Both

of these interactions are shown graphically in Illus,

1

and 2.
As may be seen, the interaction depicted in Illus. 1
reflects a slight decrease in the number of concrete res
ponse associates recalled by eighth graders.

On the other

hand, response numbers associated with abstract stimuli
reflect an increase across grade level.

The fifth graders

appeared to have recalled on the average slightly more

1*3

TABLE ?
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP THE RETENTION
BY IMAGERY-LEVELS ON AVERAGE RESPONSE NUMBERS RECALLED

Retention
Interval

Concrete

Abstract

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Immediate

1,50

.08

.88

.4-5

1 Hour

1.23

.12

,98

.23

.81

.10

.96

.41

Zh Hour

1.40"

1.30i

>. ABSTRACT
.*/

1.20
CONCRETE

£

1.10

w
§
E

l.oo

2

.90

s

.*

.80

.70 H

.60
.50 k

J2

5
GRADE

Illus. 1

Interaction of Grade by Imagery-levels on Average Responses Recalled

^5
abstract associates than the second graders.

However, the

greatest increase in recall is reflected at the eighth
grade level.

On the other hand, there were more concrete

associates recalled by both the second and the fifth graders
than were recalled by eighth graders.
Illus. 2 is a visual depiction of the significant
interaction between imagery-level and retention interval.
The number of concrete associates recalled is larger than
the number of abstract associates remembered at the immedi
ate and one hour intervals.

At the 2k hour interval, how

ever, a crossover occurs and the average abstract associated
responses are larger than the concrete.

The immediate and

1 hour intervals appear to reflect the largest difference
between imagery-levels, with more concrete than abstract
associates recalled.

At the 24 hour interval, however,

there appears to be a slight difference between imagerylevels, with more abstract associates than concrete
associates recalled.
The results of the analysis on GSR measures are
summarized in Tables 8 and 9.

As indicated in Table 8,

there is a significant main effect on the variable of sex,
F(l, 126) = 6,63, £ < .01.

Table 10 contains the means and

standard deviations of this effect.

As may be seen, the

girl's average GSR deflections were considerably larger
than the boys.
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TABLE 8
A SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON
AVERAGE GSR DEFLECTIONS IN OHMS FOR BETWEENSOURCES OF VARIANCE (GRADE, RETENTION INTERVAL, SEX)

Source

df

MS

F

p

(Grade)

2

15657.1

.29

.74

(Retention)

2

109379.7

2.08

.12

(Sex)

1

3^9099.7

6.63

.01

(Grade x Retention)

if

60110.1

1.14

.33

(Grade x Sex)

2

19058.**

.36

.70

(Retention x Sex)

2

12581*.J*

.23

.79

(Grade x Retention x Sex)

1*

^5808.3

.87

.51

126

52583.8

Error

TABLE 9
A SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
ON AVERAGE GSR DEFLECTIONS IN OHMS FOR
WITHIN-SOURCES OF VARIANCE (IMAGERY-LEVELS)

df

Source

MS

F

P

(Imagery-Levels)

1

13930.5

1.58

.20

(Imagery x Grade)

2

45915.4

5.21

.007

(Imagery x Retention)

2

5968.8

.6?

.51

(Imagery x Sex)

1

35800.4

4.69

.04

(Imagery x Grade x Retention)

2

14890.5

I.69

.15

(Imagery x Grade x Sex)

2

34451.6

2.04

.11

(Imagery x Retention x Sex)

2

9863.5

1.11

.33

(Imagery x Grade x Retention
x Sex)

4

3239.2

.59

.67

125

8810.7

Error

TABLE 10
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MAIN
EFFECTS OF SEX ON AVERAGE GSR DEFLECTIONS IN OHMS

Sex

Mean

SD

Girl

502.2

59.9

Boy

^32.4

65.8

Table 9 indicates a significant interaction effect
between imagery-level and grade, F(2, 125) = 5.21, p. < .00?.
The means and standard deviations are presented in Table 11,
Subsequent analysis indicated that the average GSR deflec
tions of eighth graders was greater for abstract than for
concrete words, £ < ,05.

This interaction is represented

graphically in Illus, 3*

As shown, the second graders

average GSR deflections appear larger for concrete than
abstract words.

At the fifth grade, there is a corssover

and the abstract words appear to have slightly larger GSR
effects than concrete words.

The most apparent and signif

icant differences between the average GSR effects occurs,
however, with the eighth graders.
There was a significant interaction between imagerylevel and sex, F(l, 125) = ^.063,' £ <

means and

standard deviations and presented in Table 12,

The Tukey

analysis revealed that the average GSR deflections of boys
was significantly greater for abstract than concrete words
p < -,05? moreover, the average GSR*s of girls was signif
icantly greater for concrete words than the GSR*s of boys*

I> < ,05.
Illus, b.

These results are also depicted graphically in
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TABLE 11
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OP GRADE BY
IMAGERY-LEVELS ON AVERAGE GSR DEFLECTIONS IN OHMS

Grade

Concrete
Mean

SD

Abstract
Mean

SD

2

487.5

82.4

461.8

39.9

5

471.3

86.1

479.1

68.5

8

422.3

100.3

482.8

41.3

TABLE 12
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SEX BY
IMAGERY-LEVELS ON AVERAGE GSR DEFLECTIONS IN OHMS

Sex

Concrete
Mean

SD

Abstract
Mean

SD

Girl

511.2

79.0

497.7

43.5

Boy

414.3

80.5

450.5

44.4
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DISCUSSION
The most important findings of the present study
were revealed in several interaction effects.

These effects

combined appear to lend some support to the arousal-retention
prediction.

To begin with, the eighth graders responded

to more abstract stimuli with higher GSR scores than to
concrete stimuli? therefore with these youngsters, abstract
stimuli produced more arousal effects than concrete stimuli
did.

Secondly, the eighth graders recalled more response

items associated with abstract stimuli than concrete stimuli
as was evident with second and fifth graders.

Thirdly, the

interaction of imagery-level by retention interval reveals
that response items associated with abstract stimuli were
apparently retained more on a long term basis.

This result

was largely accounted for by the performance of eighth
graders.

In view of these findings, there is a general

support for the arousal-retention prediction and for the
arousal effects of abstract levels of imagery.

By and

large, these findings, however, are not as consistent nor
as clear as the findings by Butter (1970) and Shamp (1968),
Besides these interaction effects, other signifi
cant findings were that second and fifth graders learned
and retained more response items associated with concrete
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5^
than abstract stimuli.

These effects were evident pri

marily at the immediate and one-hour retention intervals.
These results are provided some perspective by the Paivio
and Yuille study (1966),

In this study the effects of

concrete imagery on learning were investigated with fourth,
sixth, and eighth graders.

The results indicated that

paired associates with concrete words on the stimulus side
were learned more readily than pairs with abstract stimulus
items.

These effects, however, were not as clear as Paivio's

findings with adult subjects (1965)•

There were groups of

children who recalled more response items associated with
abstract than concrete stimuli.
eighth graders.

Among these groups were

Although the procedures of the present

study were different from those of Paivio*s study, many of
the effects are nevertheless comparable.
In view of the findings discussed thus far, an
obvious conclusion is that concrete-imagery levels of words
have a differential effect on the learner.

The findings of

the present study suggest that eighth graders are more
aroused by abstract stimuli, and therefore these stimuli
were retained more on a long term basis by this group.

On

the other hand, concreteness of stimulus items facilitates
learning and retention at immediate and one hour intervals
particularly with second and fifth grade youngsters.
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A possible implication inferred from these findings
would be that there is some developmental effect occurring
to make these differences - that is, on the one hand, eighth
graders were relatively more aroused by abstract stimuli
than second and fifth graders were; moreover, since the
eighth graders were aroused more by abstract stimuli, they
retained responses associated with these stimuli longer.
As noted earlier, these effects were not definitive, but
they do relate to those effects found during later adoles
cence, Levonian (±966, 1967, 1968) and during adulthood,
Butter (19V0) ana Sharop 11968).

While concreteness of

stimulus items, on the other hand, did facilitate learning
with second and fifth graders1 moreover, these stimuli were
generally not as arousing as abstract stimuli were for
eighth graders.
The differences of these results may be related to
the attention the learner gives to the taski for instance,
eighth graders could have attended to abstract stimuli
relatively more than the younger children did.

Attending or

orienting to stimuli has been shown to have arousing effects
as measured by heartrate, Graham and Clifton (1966),

The

difference in attending to abstract stimuli may have been
determined by the novelty and meaningfulness of these
stimuli for eighth graders.

After attending to these

stimuli, the arousal effects might have been further en
hanced by the cognitive activity these stimuli involved.
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As Paivio and Simpson (1966) suggest, this activity might
be a search for mediational associates.

Theoretically,

abstract stimuli would necessitate a longer search since
these terms encompass a greater variety of example categories.
This search process seems to be comparable to the concept of
perseveration at least in terms of timej hence, the traces
of these stimuli could possibly realize more consolidation.
The novelty and meaningfulness factors may be operat
ing within this process in a specific wayi for instance, the
eighth graders may have attended to the abstract stimuli
because these were more novel.

The cognitive use of any

stimuli after it is attended to seemst however, to conceiv
ably depend upon the factor of meaningfulness.

If the

stimuli attended to by the learner is relatively meaningless
then these stimuli do not seem cognitively useable.

The

abstract stimuli used in the present study could have been
comparatively more meaningful for eighth graders than the
younger children.
On the other., hand abstract stimuli might have been
as novel for the younger children as these were for the
eighth graders.

Nevertheless, in terms of meaningfulness,

these stimuli may not have been as useful for these young
sters as they were for eighth graders — that is, the younger
subjects perhaps could not make cognitive use of abstract
stimuli even though they may have attended to themj therefore,

the younger children could have in a sense ignored these
stimuli*

They may have preferred concrete stimuli because

these were more meaningful for them.

These stimuli may not

have been as arousing as abstract stimuli in terms of
cognitive activity.

Theoretically, the cognitive search

involved with these stimuli would be shorter since the
associates sought are within a category rather than across
categories.
An implication from all this is that the younger
subjects might have rejected the abstract stimuli in favor
of concrete stimuli.

This could be empirically tested* for

example, the criterion of whether stimuli are accepted or
rejected could be determined by heartrate, Graham and
Clifton (1966).

If the learner is receptive to a stimulus,

then his heartrate would reflect a deceleration indext on
the other hand, rejection of a stimuli would be reflected
by heartrate acceleration.

This could also be a possible

test for whether a stimulus is meaningful or possibly
cognitively useful.
Other significant findings of this study were the
main effects of grade and retention interval as a function
of response items recalled.

These results seem highly

probable and therefore elaboration does not seem necessary.
Significant effects for sex and for sex by imagery-levels
were also obtained.

These results are difficult to
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interpret since there is not much evidence of these effects
in the literature related to the present study.
The effects of arousal on retention as a function
of imagery-levels was generally realized with eighth graders,
These findings provide several possibly instructional im
plications) for instance( if an eighth grade teacher were to
present an associative task to his pupils, the presentation
of abstract stimulus material in association with whatever
stimuli would likely facilitate the retention of these
stimuli.

Secondly, eighth grade teachers might want to create

a general arousal effect during instructional formats other
than specific associational tasks.

This might be realized

by strategic placement of abstract stimuli at specific in
structional intervals.

Perhaps, this procedure would facil

itate better overall retention of the instructional material
presented.
Finally, some of the findings in this study were
supportive of the imagery and learning studies.

These find

ings provide several instructional implications? for instance,
second and fifth grade teachers could present more concrete
material in learning situations that are comparable to pairedassociate learning.

This could possibly be language skills

or any other "types of association tasks.

These teachers

could also use ccncreteness of stimulus materials in guiding
their pupils in neumonic strategies — that is, any material

that needs to be learned and retained should be associated
with stimuli that are imaginally concrete.

This strategy

would possibly facilitate retrieval of responses to be
recalled.
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